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ARTIFICIAL REEFS
by Ian Haight, Parker School

The oceans cover seventy - one percent of the earths surface. Throughout

history , msn has relied, on the seas for food, recreation, and tzansportation.

Here in Hawaii, we are surrounded by the ocean. Tremendous oppurtunity lies in

the fields of energy, food resources, transportation, and recreation. In the

past, certainly these things have been important, but with all these impending

crisis- food. shortages and dwindling energy supplies- man has become increasingly

aware of the ocean enviroment.

Yet the ocean too, despite its vastness, is a fragile and vulnerable king-

dom. In Hawaii, much of our activities are concento,ted in the sub littoral

and littozal zones and are particularly dependant on the living coral reefs.

How important is a coral reef'? One coral head pzovides food and. shelter to a

milenia of marine organisms. Fish dart in and. out of this protective maze, con-
gf

structed. of hard calcium carbonite skeletons- the remains'tiny animals called

polyps. An entire reef may be made up of billions of such creatures. Almost all

corals grow at agonizingly slow zates, about thee eigths of an inch or so per

year. Thus, the largest coal trees are very old.. Growth is determined by many

factors which include temperature, food supply, ocean currents, and in the case
aof Hawaiian reefs, the avalability of light, Ares exposed. to wave action will

erode. pollution and runoff of sediments will smother reefs and hamper growth.

Even reef areas unaffected by pollution or other' stresses show signs of decline
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Obviously thorn, the xe+vination period, of corals destroyed by pollution and. wear

is very slow. In Hawaii, where evidence indicates that growth is slower than

elsewhere, there is concern by people whose lives revolve about the oceans.

Tet, there are alternatives~ we can sit &ck and ~|atch the coral. reefs

die or provide an artificial means of support. The destruction of our reefs

would take with them the marine ecosystems whose activities stem from the =oral

enviroment. With the disappearance of reefs and. reef communities gc such past-

times as fishing- which to many is a. form of liveiihood- ski~ and scut@ div!:g,

and, perhaps the most rapidly growing sport of surfing.

Marine specialists as well as some suxfers are showing a driving concern for

are dwindling reefs. .hey suggest an alternative type of reef - a man-made reef.

Though little research of this possibility has been made in the past, people' s

attention is turning more and. more to the study of artificial reefs.

The history of artificial reefs is a short one. There have been mar.y a>'.>'-mp-.s

in building artificial reefs for surfing purposes, but there outcome has always

been the same, unsuccessful. This can be attributed to the fact that artifi> i*1

reefs have been built only by surfers without the help of some credible organiza .

tion. They were also built without much funding. One such case of establishing

an artificial reef was by Mr. Ron Drummond who talked the Army Corps of Engineers

into barging dredged material from the Dana Point Harbor in California over to

Capo Reef, about one quarter mile away, and dump it, Without stabilizing the

material over the reef> the Littoral drift snatched. it up, The newly created
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waves lasted only a few weeks. Et was just about this time that Rick Grigg pub-

lished his article on the structure and possibilities of a well made surfing reef,

Grigg's design was based on s natural reef, This prompted. the beginning of

another project which was headed by Hcppy Swarts. This time the WSA  Western

Surfing Association! supported the project. The plan was to lay some l20 specially

designed sandbags on the ocean floor. T' he bag,s provided by a Florida/" lifornia

company known as Erosion Control Systems, could. be pumped. full of sand. while in

place on the sea floor. The bags were layed 150 feet from shore, slowly building

back toward. shore Xn the shape of an isosceles triangle. Depth ranged, between i4

and. 7 feet. Inconsistencies in the design of this man-made reef plus the fact

that it was placed. in too deep water lead to the impotency of the reef. The aand-

bags raised the bottom depth only about |8 to 8k inches. This gradual slope over

a, distance of i00 feet focused the waves on the reef, but the swells failed to

break on small lays. The reef did. not provide enough of a shallow, sudden distur-

bance to cause the waves to jump and. tweak. Failure was also attributed. to the

area's highly unstable sand. bottom. After awhile, the ba+ sunk into the ocean

bottom such as the way your feet do when you stand in the sand. The reef would

ha,ve been much more successful had the VSA had enough money to improve the reef's

design, and., as such, its effectiveness. Nevertheless, efforts in artificial

reef construction should, be continued.

Surfing spots today are overwhelmingly crowded. Popularity in the sport has

been growing a.t an enormous rate. The young battle with the old for even the

smallest of waves. Injuries are becoming more frequent and, unfortunately more
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severe. And. all this can be attri'buted. to the tremend.ous amount of boarCs now

seen at almost every surfing spot. Also we have outgrown the days of the ten

foot tankers. Boards have become shorter and. sharper' Many boazCs have two to

these skegs, all very sharp! Still there are times when longbcazds compete with

the shortbcard.s creating many a problem, LongbcarCers usually sit farther outs1de

than the shortbcarCers. Shortbcard. surfers are therefore at a Cisadvantage since

surfers using the longboards can catch the waves farther uot. While jockeying

for position, cordlicts may occu". And.. too, there is always competition betwee;;

the surfers using the small boarCs. Obviously, there is a problem. Too much

traff1c in the water like too much cars on our td.ghways, increases the likeli-

hood. of accidents. The only solution would. be to create more surfing reefs.

The advantages of such a reef are numerous. The crowd. factor would. thin

out, thus making surfing safer. A new reef would also prevent beach erosion

by causing the waves to break thereby dissapating their erosive energy. This

might be the greatest attribute of such a reef. Beach frontage and. sanC are

extremely valuable for they support a billion Collar recreation and tourist

economy. The ecosystem of the area where the new reef has been established.

would. also benefit. Coral would have something concrete, something stable, to

attach itself to. A natural reef might thus be established.. An artificial

reef could. provide protection for many reef Cwell1ng creatures. Fish anC other

inhabitants can hide withen the structure. Eventually, this artificial reef

system would, be as supportive as a natural coral reef, proiucing food, and.
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shelter for many marine organisms. Fishing interests would. also profiti the

new zeef would. attract fish fzom other areas, ths increasing the productivity

of fishing.

A new project is planned. in California. Two reefs will be built in Rl

Segundo. Together Southern California Edison and. Standard Oil of California

have pledged. $400,000 to the project. They share the same reason for helping

this project- to modify beach erosion. There is virtually no beach left in the

El Segundo area. Introducing artificial reefs would dissapate wave energy,

greatly reducing their erosive power. These reefs, according to plan, will

be made of. granite boulders weighing 40 tops each,and. will be 250 feet wide and.

550 feet long. Hopefully, this effort will prove su>.cessful and. not follow the

path of pzevious projects, With all our technological genius, its about time

we expanded. surfing instead of destroying it, one break at a time.

Perhaps in the near future, we can expect to see such developments here in

Hawaii. For reef conservation, perserving and. maintaining the marine ecosystem,

an artificial reef system can be placed in such areas as Kaneohe Bay where man,s

carelessness and thoutless efforts have been extremely destructive. Surfezs,

however, may not wish to attack this spot since Kaneohe is well known for its

local shark population. Hawaii too has its possibilities, A reef could. be es-

tablished at Hapuna Beach transforming the closeout shorebreak into a perfect

wave, With an expansion of surfing breaks, the sport of surfing is naturally

going to progress.
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OCEAN LAB UNDERMATER HAHITAT
by Pau't Panilo, Honoka'a High School

ABSTRACT

The earth may one day become so thickly .opulated that men

will have to turn to the ocean to find a place to live.

This resort is on a structure which can be built underwater.

A struct ire that enables men to study the environment and a way of

life on the bottom of the sea.
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INTRODUCTION

There are ways in which man can explore the ocean bottom. One

way is that of the diver in the old traditional diving suit that can

safely reach de~ths of about 50 to 600 feet. His movements are

quite restricted and he depends on a, surface source for air.

For unlimited freedom of movement, a diver may use an aqualung

or scuba  self-contained under breathin> apparatus!. The diver, in-

stead of dePending upon surface source for air, uses tanks of

pressed air which are strapped to his back. Divers w'th this ap-

paratus have made descents to denths of more tha.-. 300 feet. The

ran;e of t"is a"paratus limits the oceano rapher to depths of between

POO and 250 feet.

In 193C, Dr. William Beche used a bathysphere   Fi; 1! to study

an~ ~hoto~raah deep sea. life. This device was a hollow heavy oall

ma"e to es s- the pressure of the ocean bottom. This device could

be lowered rom a shiv on a very ion cable. This device ~ut the

deeper depths within mans reach out maneuverability was severly re-

stricted.

Later in 1948, a Swiss professor, Dr. Auguste Picard, designed

a very successfu' depth ship called a bathyscaphe. 'he ba-.hyscaphe

was free t~ move up and down under its own power.  E'i., <! It was

an improvement over the bathysphere but still lacked manueverabi'ity.

Now let us discuss men trying to live underwater for ion; periods

of time. In this. report I will describe my oro~osal of an underwater

laboratory. Although this idea mav seem very impractical at t"is

tiwe, it may some day '"..e achieved.......,....
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h, brief description of this habitat follows~ The structure

is shaoed Like a. cross.  Fig 3! The center structure is the main

section. In this section are the controls, mai n air supply, power

units along with the crews quarters and mess hall. Then from the

middle section there are four corridors leading to secti ons for

geology, biolo-",y, medicine and ~ower. Now we describe each indivi-

dually.

This design has five ma]or structures' Each one with its own

emergency air and mower supply in case the main supply is cut off

for some reason.

DECK i Control Room-This deck is the "brains" of the entire

complex. In this room there are the control computers which store

all the information that is gathered from the ocean floor and sur-

rounding environment. Then we have the communications area to keep

the habitat in cont~et with ships in the area. With an intercom

unit for intrahabitat communications  contact with the res= of the

complex. ! We also have television ~onitors to moni .or the progress

or the dangers in the complex and sirroundi.ng environment.  Fig 0!

The engineering and environment systems are to cor.trol the electri-

citv and air usage. PIG»5

TOLOGY DECK
MEDICAI DEC

S QUARTERS
HAI,LKZIN CO

GEOLOGY DZCEPOWER
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DECK 2 Crews quarters-This deck is desigeed to accomodate

ten crew members. There are six rooms. five of which will accomo-

date the ten crew members and the sixth will be a bathroom facility.

This deck also has the emergency air and battery power for decks I

and 2.  Fig 5!

medicine, a.-.d b'alogy sections also referred to as decks.

rIG. 4
MAIN CONTROI ROOM

COKPUTER
STORAGE
SYSTZViS

CORBiRPKR
STORAGE

SYSTJRS

UNICATZON AND
CON SYSTEIIIST.V. MOTTO

P07fZR
USAGE CON NMENT

CONTROLS
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DECK 3 Mess Hall-On this deck you have the main air storage

and the food pre~aration and storage corn>artments. The kitchen area

is built to accomodate eight crew persons at any one time.  i";g 6!

From this deck there are four corridors leading to the power, geology,



PIG. 7
BIOLOGY

AIR LOCK CONTR

EEZ
AI

POSER

PUTZR
TED INAL

5D
RCOk

DXV
ZQU
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DECK 4 Biology-On this deck you would find almost all the

equipment and materials that you would find in a biology laboratory

but with a few exceptions, such as an air lock and computer term-

inal, The computer terminal is for storing data for this section

and is connected to the main computer. Also located on this deck

are emergency air and battexy units. From this structure we have

six probes, three are floatin~ upward, and three lying on the bottom.

The probes will provide data on temperature, pressure, and salinity

of the water a~d other environmental factors'  Fi~ 7!



this structure test temperature and record grounld movements and
other geolo,i col conditions.  Fi~P~!

PXG. 88
GEOLOGY

AIR LOCK AIR LOCK

P:ERG
AIR

PO
II'PUTZR
E'.:.XNAL

TERCOK
r
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DECK 5 Geology-We have most of the equipment that you should

find in an ordinary geology laboratory. Xn addition, the air lock,
air lock controls, computer' terminal, and the 24 hour emergency

air and battery supply units are also located here. Probes from



DECK 7 Medical-This ~eck comes with :wo beds, medical stora;e

axeas, two decompression chambers with controls.   Fi . 8! I'he air

and battery units stored in this area are good for %9 hours, unlike

the other units which are only good for a 24 hour period.

FIG. 8

ENTR
CORR

AIR
VfER

MZDlCAI
8TORAG OI PRESSE'-

UZH S

2eo

DECK 6 Power Source-The power source we plan to use will e

geothermal..  F'g 9! Firat drill two holes in the ocean bottom.

 a! One hold will be at a short taper. Water will be bumped down

to a paint one and one fourth miles down to the hot rocks bel w.

The water w' ll then turn to steam and will come up .he vert'.col ripe

and turn a turbine ~ This in turr. will turn a ge.ier~tor .o genera e

electricity to bower the laboratory. The heated steam will also .e

used to heat the complex.



GZNERATOR

TO AZI DECKS

STES'. TURNS GEBZRaTOR
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As you know this is still just an idea and it may never work.

But with man's increasing knowledge cf the environment that sur-

rounds him, he may develop an apparatus which will take him to all

the areas of the environment, and be able to survive, from the top

of the world to the bottom of the sea.
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HAWAII�'S FUTURE CITY
by Christine Miranda and Belinda Gauvreau, Pearl City High School

ABSTRACT

Life on Earth first developed in the sea. And in
the future, man will go back to the sea: to live,
to mine, to farm.

--Kenneth Goldstein

The water on our planet covers 140,000,000 square miles, or 71.4

of the earth's surface, That leaves only 29  covered by land for people

to live on. As each year passes, the earth's population increases.

More living space must be found.

Zn our paper, we are going to d.iscuss sn alternate living environ-

ment; the general concept and idea of the floating city.
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INTRODUCT?ON

Man has always realized that water is the key to life. Since the early

ages, life has centered around springs, streams, rivers, and the ocean, Now,

man can go a step further, Floating cities make it possible for him to live

on the ocean.

For years, mystery writers had a romantic image of a city on the ocean,

It was a place of refuge, hidden away in some remote area of the world. The

ancient Aztecs utilized floatation devices to support the famous F1oating

Gardens of Xochimilco, located a little south of Mexico City, Since a majo-

rity of the surrounding area was a swamp, these "floating islands" were built

to give them much needed Land to raise vegetables. Science-fiction writers

had a more practical image for a floating city, They thought of it as a

solution to the problem of overpopulation, and in fact, it may well be.

THE CITY

The design of the floating city will be round with inner and outer rings.

These rings will consist of approximately thirty independent, sturdy, remov-

able section%. Each of the sections, or modules, will have a different

function. These modules will be connected together rigidly to form the city.

Each can be disconnected for repair or renovation. The modules are supported

by three or four buoyancy chamberS. The modules, topped by a structural

column, will form the core of the multi-level superstructure.

The city will house a variety of recreational, commercial, industrial,

domestic, and public activities. These will be linked with Oahu by a broad

range of communications and transportation services. The commercial, indus-

trial, and public services would account for available space in the under-

water buoyancy chambers. Fuel and water are stored on the bottom level of
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the city. In the lover levels ef the buoyancy el+chere are the facilities for

the treatment of sewage ancl variable stabflfsfng tanks. The middle levels

contain the generator, oooling system, amL desalination faoflitf es. Also

inolud.ed, fn the middle.level of the buoyanoy chambers are cold storage, repair

shops, and warehouses, along wfth stores and. offfoes. The highest level will

house apartments, oond,ominiums, restaurants, and. aassmMy ha11s.

The main deck structure fs located in the highest lovel of the buoyancy

chambers. The structure contains transportation terminals, and recreational

and shopping faoilities.

The veather surface of the main deck area will be a park. Finally,

the oity vill have an abundance of living area, either apartments, oond.o-

miniums., er hotel rooms.

The projected population of a floating mhea~ter is 10,000 to 15,000.

it fe envfsfoned approximately five miles offshore Honolulu. This places it

in an area close to a major harbor, airport, and urban and. industrial area.

Although this may, at the moment, seem to be an ideal location, it does not

restrict floating cities from being built at other locations. Other proposed

sites are Kavaihae Harbor, Ahukfni Lsndfng, Port Allen, Kaumalapau Harbor,

Maalaea Say, Keehi Lagoon area, ask liber's Point.

Transportation from one place to another is especially important in a

floating city because of its isolation from the "main" land.. The external

modes of transportation consist of subaersfbles, semisubmersfbles, hpirofofls,

PRP vehicles, private orafts, and. helfcopters. These types of crafts enable

people to travel ta and. from the ofty.

An example of a submersible craft is a submarine, where the whole craft

is underwater. A semisubmarsib1e is similar to a submersible, but it has

only its hul1 submerged and fs conventionally propelled. Its stability is

partially dependent on high speed and headfng towards the waves. A hydrofoil,
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however, must be propelled at high speed on the surface of the water. The

Jet turbine engine pumps the water and. that, in turn, enables the craft to

travel above water,

An efficient type of transportation for the floating city would be the

Personal Rapid Transit System  PRT!. A PRT vehicle runs along a fixed. guide-

way snd. provides a rapid and safe rid.e. There are two types of PRT vehicles,

both of which are automatically controlled by computer, One is the bottom-

supported PRT system. This system rides along the guideways on either wheels

or an air cushion. Another type is the overhead PRT system, It is connected

to the rail by a gimbaled point. The gimbaled 5oint and. dynamic wind force

prevents the system from free swinging,

There are also, for commuting and pleasure, private vehicles, For air

transportation there are helicopters, Helicopters transport items and people

to and from the shore in a faster manner.

The floating city will have various docks and. ports for these crafts.

The main deck on the highest level of the city will have landing areas for

the helicopters.

Transportation within the city is relatively simple. The city is built

as a three dimensional structure. Since there are not any long horizontal

distances to travel, the need for cars is diminished. All that are needed.

are moving and traditional sidewalks, passenger elevators, stairways, and

escalators.

~any people have expressed their reluctance to live in a city on the

ocean. They are afraid that the city will not be abW to hold up in high

seas. Research wihh semisubmersible units has demonstrated that a floating

city can be kept stable without mooring, The idea behind this is that the
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ma!or portion of the submersible is located in deep water, below the influence

of the waves. In fact, a floating city may at times be safer than cities an

land. The impact of an earthquake is substantially less at sea than on land.

The flaating city shaws great promise in the future. It can help solve

many of the present, land-based city's problems, such as: pollution, trans-

partation, overpopulation, and inefficient use of land. Its greatest benefit

is in its restricted limits and three dimensional structure which makes dis-

tances to transport people and goods shorter. With these shorter distances

and three level space ar~ the need for cars is diminished. With less cars

and traffic, the city will have fewer pollution problems and the people will

find traveling easier.

Wbo knows? Maybe within the next two decades Hawaii may have its own

flaating city, and you may be living an it!
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A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO DOz BOOSTING VENTURI UTILIZATION
by John Hong, Moanalua High School

AHSTRACT I

The previous year's research has shown that the moat cost/effective

method. of boosting the D02 level of the seawater at the Vaikiki Aquarium is

with the installation of venturi inspiratora on the main seawater feed lines.

The effect of these large venturis wouk.d be enhanced. with the use of smaller

venturis intended for a lower flow rate, To reduce cost, these venturis will

be fabricated at the Aquarium with polyester resin. The production and.

installation of these venturi inspirators is the topic of this report.
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This paper is a continuation of the research undertaken last year concerning

the upgrading of the seawater delivery system at the Waikiki Aquarium.  see last

year's proceedings! Last year, a small venturi device was tested which produced

a, 7' increase in the DO level. Unfortunately, the time, labor, and expense

of equipping all the tarQcs at the Aquarium with this device was prohibitive.

As a result only a few 'high priority' tanks have been so equiped. These venturis

Rave gr'oven to M effective only at high flow rates. At lower flow rates the

venturi effect is weaker and. there is less air entrainment. A systems approach

would call for the addition of a, smaller low range venturi device and, a larger

mat.n line venturi device.

Mr Inlet

Cross Section of Venturi Inspirator l

 ~ S~~>

The venturi inspirator is capable of prod.ucing an extremely high concen-

tration of dissolved oxygen  DO !. Water flowing through the inspirator draws

air in through the air inlet. The air and. water are mixed together and, sprayed.

outi
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The Maikiki Aquarium Sea Mater System

Ocean
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When tested, this venturi increased, the D02 level from 3.8 ppm to 5.4 ppm,

a ~ increase. This result is relatively low when compared to the 7' increase

obtained with the prototype. It must be noted that the baseball bat did. nct

closely match the configuration of the prototype. A mold. which closely folllows

the original configuration should be expected. to produce a higher DO2 level ~

Prototype venturi'Baseball bat' venturi
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The prototype venturi was machined from a solid plastic cylinder. This

method has been quite expensive. A less expensive method. would be tc mold

venturis with polyester resin. Although the initial cost of machining the

mold, would be comparable to the cost of one machined, venturi, a d.efinite savings

would be rea3.ised with additional molded venturis. A venturi was fabricated for

test purposes with this method.. A 2" pipe was placed over a tapered wooden

cylinder  a baseball bat!, polyester resin was then poured, around. the mold,

and. allowed, to cure. The bat was then pushed. out and. an air inlet drilled..



Xn the name of economy and convenience it would be possible to use funnels

as molds for the small and. midmized venturis. The funnel would be coated, with

silicone lubricant as a, mold release, the appropriate length of pipe placed.

around it and. then the resin is poured in and. cured. The funnel is popped out

and the air inlet is drilled. This is the same proceed.ure that will be used, for

the production of the large venturi but the funnel will be replaced. with a

specially designed mold blank.

Pipe

Resin

The completed venturis are then installed, on the appropriate pipe line

like any other length of pipe. pi li ~ PiPe «»Pltngpe coup ng enturi
Pipe walls

The 2" venturis will be installed on the secondary main feed line, the

T" venturis will be installed. on the terminal feed. lines of tanRs with a high

flow rate and the y" venturis will be installed. on the terminal feedlines of

tanhs with a low flow rate. Zf the 2" venturis are able to deliver seawater

with a D02 level in excess of 6.5 ppm then the mid and. low range venturis can

be dispensed. with.
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